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It is interesting to observe the reversal of our attitude towards the idea

of grand unification: it was first considered rather immodest by many people for

trying too much too soon, and now it faces the opposite problem - of being not

ambitious enough, since the gravitational force is completely left out of

consideration.

Still, after more than a decade GUTS have stimulated a large amount of work

by a lot of people, stirred quite a few polemics, become an important link with

modern cosmology and played a crucial role in the world-wide dedicated search

for proton decay. Why? Sometimes I am not sure whether it's due to the actual

progress or the peculiar socio-psychology of our field that makes fashions come

and go. I hope that this short review will help make up your own mind on this

question.

I will address the issues of proton decay and sin26^ at length. We shall

go through the predictions of both the standard SU(5) theory and its

supersymmetric extension. As you know, the SU(5) theory suffers from a serious

defect: it fails to unify even a single family of fermions. It is only natural

then to study its extension, the S0(10) theory which provides a minimal one

family model. S0(10) has rather interesting properties characterized by the

existence of domain walls, strings and monopoles. The amusing gravitational

characteristics of domain walls and strings are discussed. Finally, I argue

that we have to go beyond S0(10) in order to incorporate a unified picture of

families. This leads to the prediction of mirror fermions, whose physics is

carefully analyzed.

All of this is incorporated in the following table of contents:

I. The SU(5) theory: sin2By and Tp

II. Supersymmetry

III. S0(10)



IV. Domain walls and strings

V. Family unification and mirrors - the SO(18) theory

VI. Outlook

It is only fair to enumerate the topics I haven't discussed here, either

due to the lack of space or my ignorance. These are: monopoles, baryon

asymmetry, strings and galaxy formation, and most important, there is no mention

of gravity.

Before we go on, let me remind you briefly of the reasons we got excited

about grand unification. Besides the usual story of sin ffy, proton decay,

charge quantization, etc., I will also show you how GUTS imply purely massless

photon on phenomenological grounds,

(i) Charge quantization1

Since GUTS unify quarks and leptons into a simple (or semisimple) group,

charge operator is one of the generators of the group and so

Tr Q =-0xem

This relates the charges of quarks and leptons. For example, SU(5) contains

five dimensional fermionic representation

and so

3 Q
em £

(ii) sin29u prediction2

Related to (i), which implies the connection between S U ( 2 ) L and U(l)y

couplings.



(Ill) Proton decay1

Unifying quarks and leptons leads to exotic gauge bosons X that couple to

both qq and qJJ. states, which obviously leads to the violation of baryon number.

The mass of these particles is the unification scale, and is predicted by means

of the renormalization group2. This in turn determines proton lifetime,

(iv) Masslessness of the photon3

How come m^ • 0? Since in gauge theories mY • e <V^>, where V- is

a v.e.v. of some charged scalar, the question is how come <V > • 0? In an

Abelian case, you could take the charge arbitrarily small, and so small

20my(<10 eV) is perfectly OK. In the non-Abelian case, however, the charge is

quantized as we have just seen. This implies the existence of a physical Higgs

scalar with the charge of order 1 and a mass of order V (as in the usual

Higgs mechanism). Such scalars, almost massless, are ruled out experimentally

e.g. for their large contribution to g-2 at the two-loop level. Grand

unification forbids the photon mass, no matter how small! Of course, it doesn't

offer any deep reason as to why this is so.

(v) Baryon asymmetry

I will not go into any details. At high temperature, T - Ify, baryon

number violating interactions are fast enough to create a nonvanishing baryon

number, even if the universe started symmetric in baryons and antibaryons.

Except for the very minimal SU(5) theory, one can accommodate the observed ratio

of matter and radiation nB/nY = 10~
9.

(vi) Monopoles5

The breaking G + H x U(l) produces magnetic monopoles (it's not the only

such breaking) with mass -I/a M^> Amazingly enough, these monopoles can

catalyse the proton decay with the strong interaction cross sections.
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I. The SU(5) Theory: ain26|r and T p

Probably the main original source of excitement about GUTS comes from the

predictive power of the minimal SU(5) theory 6. As you know, the gauge structure

and the minimal Higgs sector determine both the proton lifetime and sin 26y: 7

sin29 (M ) - 0.216 ± 0.004

T (p + e+ir°) « (0.06 - 240) x 1029 yr. (1.1)

Whereas sin By certainly agrees with the experiment, the present 1MB bound8

T (p > e+Tr°) > 2.5 x 1032 yr. (1.2)
p exp

puts SU(5) theory in trouble. There are still ways out of this impasse,

(i) Increased Higgs sector9

This is likely to keep the low energy physics intact, since the survival

principle tells us that except for the usual light SU(2) x U(l) doublet, tha

rest of Higgs scalars become superheavy. Their masses may not be precisely

equal to Mx, however. For example, add _4_5 (considered necessary by some

people) with the spectrum under SU(2)L X U(1) X SU(3)C

ml m2 m3

45 =• (2, 1, lc) + (1, -2/3, 3c) + (3, -2/3, 3c) +

+ (1, 8/3, 3c) + (2, -7/3, 3c) + (1, -2/3, 6c) + (2, 1, 8c) (1.3)

m^ nig nig my

This is rich enough to modify predictions substantially.

Assume conservatively 1/10 < mj/mj < 10; this is still sufficient to

increase r p by two orders of magnitude, while keeping sin 26y essentially intact,

(ii) Number of families.

The predictions in (1.1) are fairly insensitive to the number of families

N , except in the N » 8 case. Since then f$ =0, the two-loop effectsr r

actually become dominant. Bagger et a l 1 0 find T p(Np—8) = 1 0
3 2 yr. We shall
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see in the context of family unification (section V) that NF»8 may not be so

crazy.

(ill) New fermions.

Not very appealing; I won't discuss it here,

(iv) Supersymmetry.

This, of course, modifies the low energy world, and therefore it goes under

the departures from the minimal theory. The whole next section is devoted to

it.



II. SUPERSYHHETRY

In the context of perturbative unification, supersymmetry appears almost as

a must. The reason, of course, is the infamous hierarchy problem. Super-

symmetry simply prevents the miracle M^/Mx _<_ 10"13 from being renormalized in

perturbation theory. What about its implications for Tp and sin
28w?

(1) d-6 operators.

The first contribution is the usual exchange of superheavy gauge bosons.

The results are summarized below1

'as
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0

0
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)
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(Yr)

X 10

x 1 0 3 5 ± 1

The theory appears completely safe; actually if this was the only source of

proton decay there would be very little hope of observing it in the near

future. Now, sin29w is slightly pushed up, but still OK — an important

distinguishing feature from the standard model,

(ii) d=5 operators.

Obviously, in a supersymmetry theory besides X bosons we are bound to deal

with their supersymmetric partners, the fermionic superheavies X. They also

mediate proton decay, at even faster rates12. The typical proton decay diagram

would be

gluino (W-lno, •..)
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The predictions are not precise; they depend on gluino or W-ino mass and the

squark masses.

Gluino exchange is particularly interesting, since it is expected to

dominate13. It leads to a model independent prediction

p * IĈ Vy (VT)

other decay modes being forbidden. I wish I could tell you what the lifetime

for this process is; it is not hopeless, however, and could be seen.

Supersymmetry is plausible and important; don't rule out SU(5) yet.
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III. S0(10)

Whether or not SU(5) works we don't know. In any case, I feel that It

couldn't be a final theory. Its asymmetric treatment of up and down quarks and

left and right components is in my opinion unforgivable for a grand theory. The

minimal extension of SU(5) that unifies at least one family of fermions is based

on the by now popular alternative S0(10)llf. This theory has a plethora of

rather exciting features that I would like to review now.

Probably the most interesting aspect of orthogonal groups are its spinor

representations. They are nothing but the Euclidian version of the Lorentz

group- Imagine a Dirac algebra in Euclidian space (Clifford algebra15)

[y±t Y..} - 2 6ij5 i,j - 1, . . ., 2N . (3.1)

Then in the usual manner the commutators

Tij = 1 aij " 4l t V *j] <3'2>

generate the Lie algebra of SO(2N) group (why 2N will be obvious later). The

dimension of the complex spinor representation of (3.2) would be 2^, if not

for

YFIVE = iN Yi Y2 • • • Y2N; Y J I V E ' 1 (3.3)

which commute with all the generators

{YFIVE> y±) ' 0 ; [YFIVE, T£j] = 0 . (3.4)

This allows the notion of internal "helicity"

( 3. 5)

splitting the spinor into 2N~* dimensional L(R) components.

The rank of SO(2N) is N. It is convenient to choose N diagonal generators

to be

T2k-1, 2k = he , k - 1, . . ., N (3.6)
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since their eigenvalues are ±1. Each physical state can be represented by the

ket:

with

rFIVE
ele2 ' " *

(3.8)

We shall fix Y F I V E = 1.

We must decide now which of SO(2N) theories allow chiral fermions, i.e.

which forbid bare mass terms. Take a gauge rotation

so that

.. 1
u =* e

OT

(3.9)

(3.10)

The bare mass term transforms then in the following manner:

2N
W -> i VV . (3.11)

Demanding i2N = _i requires 2N = 4k+2, where k is an integer. In other words,

SO(4k) are bad theories — they are vector like. You can sinJ.la.-ly show the same

for SO(odd) groups. Of physical interest are only SO(4k+2) groups

S0(10), S0(14), S0(18) ; (3.12)

S0(10) is the minimal orthogonal GUT.

If you feel that you don't need all this to discuss S0(10) — we shall need

spinors in section V again. Let me just illustrate to you how simple and useful

e-notation is; you can list physical states by shuffling signs

» + + + + + > VR SU(5) singlet

1+ + + >

»+ + - + - > d

J+ - + + - > d

I- + + + - > d'

c
1R
c
2R
c
3R

1+ + + >

1+ - + - + > u

I - + + - + > u

1R
c
2R
c
3R

I- - + + + > u
1R

I- + - + + > u
2R

3R

10 of SU(5)
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I- + > d2R

_5 of SU(5)

• --- + - > ej
I + > VR

It will help you to know that my neutral generators are

1
T3L " T (Et* " e5>

B-L - - ^

Q*m * 7 e* " 7 (sl + e2 + e3> • (3.13)

Let us now discuss the physics of S0(10).

Proton decay and sin^9w.

We cannot predict either of these: S0(10) is just too large a group.

It contains both SU(5) x U(l) and the Pati-Salam SU(2) x SU(2) x SU(4)
L R C

subgroup; the predictions depend on the route of symmetry breaking. In general

intermediate scales increase rp, while having enough freedom to keep sin
29w

consistent with the experiment.

Charge conjugation and parity.

The 16_ dimensional spinor of S0(10) contains all the left-handed fermions

c — T
fT and their charge conjugates fT = C(fn) (one family). It is perhaps not too
Li LI K.

surprising that one of S0(10) rotations changes each fermion into its charge

conjugate

S0(10)
• (3.14)
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A remark is in order. Notice that the above is a perfectly OK definition

of charge conjugation; under it jp(e.m.) •*• -jy (e.m.). Furthermore, you can

show the same for the rest of the scalar fields affected by this transforma-

tion. In general it also changes every left-handed field into its right-handed

counterpart (as in (3.14)). In a sense this operation can be viewed as a proto-

type of left-right symmetry. In S0(10) left-right symmetry is the automatic

consequence of gauge symmetry. For real couplings (CP conservation) this

coincides with the usual definition of parity ¥L -»• VR.

This is extremely important. This otherwise discrete symmetry becomes

gauged and, therefore, has profound cosmological consequence. The usual

disastrous domain walls associated with different value now disappear, or at

least are not stable.

Furthermore, G can be broken independent of other symmetries . You can

still preserve S U ( 2 ) R after breaking C. A typi al scenario could be

%
S0(10) -»• SU(2)L x SU(2)R x SU(4)C x C

Mc
+ SU(2)L x S U ( 2 ) R x U(1)B-L * SU(3)C

MR

+ SU(2)L x U(1)R x U(1)B-L * SU(3) c

lL SU(2)L X U(l) x SU(3)C

or any variation that you may iind appealing. It is important to know that

there are consistent scenarios with M,, down to its lower limit - 105 GeV and

MR as low as 1-10 TeV. There could be a lot of new physics in S0(10): rare K

decays such as KL + ye, n-n oscillations, right-handed currents, right-handed

neutrinos, etc. I will not go into details here; we obviously need more

experimental input before anything concrete can be said about S0(10) breaking.
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CP violation (weak).

You may or may not keep Yukawa couplings real. If you don't, you will end

up with the usual Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism. If you do, however, you have an

interesting possibility of breaking CP and P spontaneously. You can even do it

at high energies (Mx). There is no decoupling in this case and CP propagates

down to low energies. Imagine

<$H> - ^ i±Q (3.15)

where H denotes heavy Higgs; this could be the only complex quantity. This

could provide hope for establishing the connection between baryon asymmetry and

CP violation in kaon decays18, missing in the standard scenario. However, in

realistic models we find additional (real) parameters which obscure this

connection. More work is needed.

CP violation (strong).

It is worth mentioning that in S0(10) Peccei-Quinn symmetry becomes just a

fermionic number19

where ¥16 is the basic spinor (ore family of fermlons). More important, since

the scale of U(1)PQ is limited to the interval

108 GeV < M < 1012 GeV (3.17)

it is natural to tie MpQ to the scale of B-L, breaking (or S U ( 2 ) R ) . Since

the mass of right-handed neutrinos

MVR " M B L • (3.18)

This leads to the connection between axion and neutrino mass20
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• *if- q

v "PQ (3.19)

for each flavor.

Fermion masses and isospin breaking.

One of the central issues in weak interaction physics is the relationship

between m^ and ny. Can S0(10) shed any light on this question? At first

glance this appears hopeless. Namely, the only way to relate 1% and ny is

take real 10, with the Yukawa coupling

Ly - *» *i6 +10 *i6
 + h*c- (3.20)

This leads to m^ = ny. Nonsense? Well, not necessarily. Recently, Chang

et al21 point out isospin breaking depends (obviously) on SU(2)^ breaking, and

therefore may be achieved spontaneously and induced into the tree—level

relations. Unfortunately, as in the case of CP violation there are unknown

parameters that obscure the predictions. Still, the idea is quite interesting

and should be pursued.
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IV. DOMAIN HALLS AND STRINGS

In my mind, the most interesting aspect of S0(10) theory are possible

topological deformations: domain walls, strings, and monopoles. As an example,

imagine the symmetry breaking pattern

Mx
S0(10) + SU(2)L x SU(2)R X U(1)B-L * SU(3)cx C

MR
•»• SU(2)L x U(1)R x U(1)B-L * SU(3)C x C

BL
° SU(2)L x U(l) x SU(3)C

Notice that at the MR stage you get monopoles, since SU(2)R is broken to

U(1)R. These monopoles could be fairly light (- 100 TeV?)! At MBL stage,

we should get strings (breaking of U(l)). Actually, since C is broken

spontaneously (but was in S0(10) to start with), one gets domain walls bounded

by strings — rather amazing objects with possible cosmological relevance2^.

But we don't know the pattern of symmetry breaking; it's senseless to discuss

precise properties of these objects. Rather, I would like to describe here some

recent work on the spectacular gravitational properties of domain walls and

strings. There are now new exact solutions «.o Einstein's equations: it is,

however, enough to study Newtonian approximae in order to discuss the relevant

physics.

Domain walls23.

The simplest example cf discrete symmetry is ^* theory without a cubic term

L "i ( V ) 2 " i (*2-v2)2 c4-1)
with symmetry D: <j> •*• —$.

The two minima of the theory are at <$> - ±v. There ought to be a domain

wall connecting the vacua. It is the famous "kink" solution
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<|>(z) - v th z/5

6 - v-1 /2/\

describing infinite, static domain wall in x-y plane.

(4.2)

- V

The energy of this wall is determined by v, and the thickness is given by 6- It

is easy to write the energy-momentum tensor of the kink

Tj - f(z) diag (1, 1, 1, 0)

1 U . -It Z

(4.3)

with f(z) = T y T and my metric being (1, -1, -1, -1). For a very thin
o

wall we could take f(z) « <5(z). Actually you can write down T for a thin wall

just by using Lorentz invariance.

The important feature of (4.3) is that its form is equivalent to negative

pressure in x and y directions: p -p, p = 0 . This is not so strange —

U V
remember the T for the relativistic vacuum: T

v v
A6 — again negative pressure

(this is the cause of exponential expansion of the inflationary universe). In

any case, the gravitational field in the Newtonian approximation for slowly

moving objects (like us) is2**

- 4TTG -4nG f(z) (4.4)
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Domain walls are "antigravitational" — they repel ordinary matter. Science

fiction dream coming true? I find this fascinating.

We have studied infinitely large domain walls; such objects are not allowed

to exist. It is sufficient, of course, that the wall is large compared to the

material body it affects. However, for fast-moving walls this analysis breaks

down.

Strings.

We can perform the same analysis for strings. Imagine a static, infinitely

long, thin string along the z-axis. Its energy-momentum tensor is

Tj - U6(x) 6(y)diag (1, 0, 0, 1) (4.5)

where \i is the linear energy density.

Now we have a miraculous cancellation (again "negative pressure" in the z

direction)

V2* - 0 (4.6)

No gravitational field for slowly moving objects!

However, light does bend as Vilenkin shows. He found the exact solution to

be (in "cylindrical" coordinates)2^

ds2 =• -dt2 + (dz2 + dp2 + p2dfl) (4.7)

where Si varies in interval [0, (l-4Gii) 2ir]. The space has "conical" form, and

if you can travel a large distance you would know it.
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V. UHIFICATIOH OF FAMILIES

S0(10) is a beautiful theory, and yet it mistreats the families: they are

just copies of each other. If perturbative unification is to shed light on the

family problem, we must go beyond S0(10), sticking for the reasons of chirality

to SO(10+4k). Before we do the counting of state, we must analyze the

properties of the spectrum. We take

YFIVE - «i «*2 . . . s5 . . .
 e 5 + 2 k - ! (S-1)

which implies two possibilities

(i) ei . . . s - 1 (ii) gj . . . e5 - -1 (5.2)

H - - • e 5 + 2 k -
 l H - - - e 5 + 2 k

 = -1

By definition case (i) denotes usual fermions, 1£_ dimension spinors, and (ii)

describes 16's. Hence, the major prediction: for every ordinary fermion f with

V - A currents there is a mirror fermion F with V + A weak interactions25'26.

Recall that mirror symmetry, as defined in (3.9), forbids the bare mass terms of

the form fF.

This implies that S0(14) is not large enough. Its spinor has dimension 64,

leading to only two ordinary families and two mirror families. The minimal

group is then SO(18).

S0(18).

The S0(18) spinor is 256 dimensional: it contains eight families and eight

mirror families. This is far too many if we are to maintain asymptotic freedom

needed for perturbative unification. The strategy is to break S0(18) down to

S0(10) x S0(8), S0(8) being the family symmetry. The physics depends on the

next stage of symmetry breaking.

(a) Bagger and Dimopoulos break S0(8) to U(1)H, needed to protect some

families. They end up (demanding asymptotic freedom) with four families (and

four mirror families).
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(b) Chang, Haboch and Mohapatra28 use Sp(4) x SU(2) as a protective

symmetry and end up with three families.

(c) With Wilczek and Zee we demand Peccei-Quinn symmetry to solve the

strong CP problem. We get three families.

Although the number of families is not fixed, in this context it can only

be three or four. In any case, there are mirrors. Where are they? Let us,

rather quickly, verify the consistency of their existence29.

(i) They barely mix with ordinary fermions. The leading mixing term must

be dimension _5,

where <J>2 symbolically denotes the presence of two SU(2) x U(l) doublets (to form

a singlet). Therefore, the mixing is

induced through weak breaking. You can produce mirrors only in pairs. The

reason we don't see them is that they are heavy (why?).

(ii) The mixing has important eosmological implications. The lifetime of

the lightest mirror fermion becomes

T-, = —-f = 1 sec

for MF a 100 GeV, Mx = 10
15 GeV . (5.5)

This is why geologists cannot find them. Presumably, they all decayed prior to

nucleosynthesis.

(iii) Mirror fermion masses are bounded from above

Mp < 250 GeV (5.6)

or else the couplings would blow up before Mx» You ought to see mirrors in
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supercolliders. I don't know, however, why they are heavier than ordinary

fermions.

(iv) Neutrinos; there is a danger of too many neutrinos. The hope is that

some of the SU(2) x U(l) singlet components survive the "see-saw" mechanism,

find their doublet partners and form neutral Dirac leptons, with masses on the

order of the weak scale. This reduces the number of light neutrinos. In the

pure S0(18) case, Chang, Kumar and Mohapatra claim the necessity of

intermediate B-L scale being less than 104 TeV.

It is maybe worthwhile to be cautious at this point. The number of

neutrino species will soon be counted (or at least limited) in Z° decays. For

all that we know this number may surpass the cosmological limit. For example,

there is LInde's point that large neutrino degeneracy can eliminate the helium

abundance limit. And a large lepton number may be even consistent with GUTS

such as S0(10) (or SO(18))31.

(v) We should find some deeper explanation of this strange fact that all

mirror fermions are very heavy; possibly heavier than all the ordinary fermions.

I hope you are convinced that conventional GUTS, if large enough, can offer

a solution to the family puzzle. Families can be naturally unified in

orthogonal groups. If so, we shall definitely find mirror matter with unusual,

right-handed weak interactions. The fate of this, as is only appropriate, lies

now in the hands of experimentalists. Do not be afraid if the message is

somewhat narcissistic: we ought to look more into mirrors.
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VI. OUTLOOK

I guess, after all Is said, the fact remains that the proton Is still

stable. It Is not surprising that the enthusiasm for GUTS (at least with the

usual Higgs mechanism) has somewhat diminished. A lot of people feel that the

minimal SU(5), the theory that caused most of the excitement, is ruled out. It

is not so easy to make the case for grand unification in such an atmosphere.

However, the problem is not with these theories in general; the problem is that

we got carried away mainly due to the sin2@^ prediction. But, as I have shown

here, this prediction could still be OK, and proton could still be unstable,

just long-lived due to, say, supersymmetry or a larger group, such as S0(10) or

. . . . A good many among us believe in supersymmetry, anyway, so let us not

worry yet. Let's keep in mind that verification of GUTS will not come easy, if

it comes at all. This is somewhat ironic. The more we study them, the more of

their interesting properties seem to be uncovered. These theories can contain

monopoles, domain walls and strings, with profound implications. Monopoles may

catalize baryon decay. Strings may be responsible for galaxy formations.

Strings and domain walls have fascinating gravitational properties. Even more

important, GUTS may explain the genesis of matter. They are beautiful theories,

rich in physical and cosmological phenomena. I do hope they do not end up being

another victim of the ugly facts of nature.

Their only serious setback: they leave gravity completely out of the

picture. If we could judge by this summer's excitement, the string theories may

achieve this monumental task. And if the quarks and leptons are elementary

particles, the true GUT should then be based on an E(6) model, resulting from

E(8) x E(8) heterotic superstring theory. If correct, this theory would explain

the hierarchy problem and determine the number of families. My ignorance

prevented me from summarizing the situation at the moment, and, in any case, it

is done by Ovrut32, in these Proceedings.
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